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Abstract

Placing and orienting a camera to compose aesthetically
meaningful shots of a scene is not only a key objective in
real-world photography and cinematography but also for
virtual content creation. The framing of a camera often sig-
nificantly contributes to the story telling in movies, games,
and mixed reality applications. Generating single camera
poses or even contiguous trajectories either requires a sig-
nificant amount of manual labor or requires solving high-
dimensional optimization problems, which can be computa-
tionally demanding and error-prone. In this paper, we intro-
duce GAIT, a framework for training a Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) agent, that learns to automatically control
a camera to generate a sequence of aesthetically meaning-
ful views for synthetic 3D indoor scenes. To generate se-
quences of frames with high aesthetic value, GAIT relies on
a neural aesthetics estimator, which is trained on a crowed-
sourced dataset. Additionally, we introduce regularization
techniques for diversity and smoothness to generate visu-
ally interesting trajectories for a 3D environment, and to
constrain agent acceleration in the reward function to gen-
erate a smooth sequence of camera frames. We validated
our method by comparing it to baseline algorithms, based
on a perceptual user study, and through ablation studies.
Code and visual results are available on the project web-
site: https://desaixie.github.io/gait-rl

1. Introduction
Composing a shot by framing a scene with a camera

plays an integral part in photography and cinematography.
A carefully composed frame does not only provide the in-
formation of a scene, but also serves to define the visual
style, to instill a desired emotion in the viewer, and to carry
forward the story the artist wants to convey [39]. Photog-
raphers and movie directors commonly spend a significant
amount of time to perfect the camera framing, which – con-
sequently – often leads to extensive cost footprints. While
framing scenes in virtual setups, such as games or mixed
reality applications, is arguably less involved, defining aes-

Figure 1: Our novel DRL agent, GAIT, automatically gen-
erates camera poses so as to obtain aesthetic views of 3D
indoor scenes. Left: Views of three camera poses from a
generated sequence. Right: the 3D indoor environment with
three highlighted camera poses. Red, yellow, orange cor-
responds to the three frames on the left respectively, where
the red dot is the initial pose. GAIT maintains high aesthetic
views throughout the sequence, while satisfying the initial
pose, diversity, smoothness, and boundary constraints.

thetically valuable camera poses and trajectories still re-
quires a considerable amount of manual work. An artist has
to position key frames in space, define the orientation of the
camera, and specify the temporal profile for the interpola-
tion between keyframes. While this provides a high degree
of control, for many applications, it would be desirable to
frame a scene automatically by computing camera poses.

Existing methods for automatically computing single
camera poses or camera trajectories either rely on hand-
crafted methods with heuristics, which commonly do not
generalize [40], are limited to specific applications, such as
a trip between two cities [19], or specifically focus on mov-
ing targets [36]. Recently, it has been recognized that neural
aesthetics estimators can serve as more generic solution for
generating camera poses for the purpose of obtaining aes-
thetically meaningful camera frames [32] – a 2D image is
mapped to a score that quantifies the aesthetics. An aesthet-
ics estimator can be used to compare any two images with
different contents or styles, which makes them applicable
for finding views in lower dimensional spaces such as im-
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ages and videos [49], or in constrained robotics settings [1].
In a 3D environment, finding a desired camera pose requires
searching in a continuous R6 space (i.e., position R3 and
orientation in R3) while also considering obstacles or even
dynamically moving objects. Computing camera paths in a
flexible and versatile manner therefore is a challenging and
open problem.

In this paper, we propose a novel method for automati-
cally generating trajectories to aesthetically frame synthetic
3D indoor scenes. We introduce GAIT, a framework for
training a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) network
that learns to move the camera so as to generate trajecto-
ries that show the most aesthetic views while also satisfying
smoothness constraints. Our method is able to robustly gen-
erate diverse trajectories with varying start and end camera
poses. Camera poses are optimized with a neural aesthetic
metric [49] without any pre-determined targets in the view.

GAIT computes camera transformations – the translation
in 3D Euclidean space and the rotation (defined as yaw and
pitch) – in a continuous 5D space for each step of the se-
quence. We define diversity regularization to provide con-
trol for either generating diverse sets of trajectories with
varying start and end poses or to generate more uniform
trajectories that always converge to the same final pose. To
constrain the agent from taking actions that would create
discontinuities in camera pose, we define smoothness reg-
ularization. Smooth trajectories tend to be more pleasing
visually, which is important when the generated trajectories
are used for video tours. To obtain a GAIT agent, we intro-
duce a flexible framework to leverage existing RL methods
for policy training, such as DrQ-v2 [50] and CURL [27].

Based on a number of experiments we show that our
method is able to generate trajectories of camera poses that
frame scenes in an aesthetically meaningful manner. We
show that our method is able to generate camera trajecto-
ries for a variety of complex 3D indoor scenes, which can
be used to automatically create aesthetic video tours. More-
over, we show that the learned policies are robust against
random initial camera poses – independent of the starting
pose of the agent, it can converge to the same target pose.

In summary, our contributions are: (1) We propose
GAIT, the first DRL-based framework for generating se-
quences of camera poses with constrained globally opti-
mal aesthetics in 3D synthetic indoor scenes; (2) We allow
for user control based on diversity regularization and use
smoothness regularization to constrain the agent to generate
smooth and visually pleasing camera poses; (3) We show
that employing image augmentation techniques facilitates
learning representation of 3D scene aesthetics from a high-
dimensional pixel-space, which is commonly considered
challenging for DRL algorithms; (4) We implemented our
algorithm to efficiently utilizes multiple GPUs: on a 8-GPU
compute node, it can finish training in 3.5 hours; (5) We

show that the generated camera poses can be interpolated to
generate high-quality video tours of a scene; (6) Finally, we
perform an extensive set of experiments and carefully vali-
date our method based on quantitative and qualitative visual
evaluations, via comparison with baseline method in a user
study, and ablation studies to validate our algorithm design.

2. Related Work
Automatically generating views based on optimized

camera control has received a considerable amount of re-
search attention in the past decades. Existing approaches
range from scientific visualization [5], surveillance [41, 6,
9] and robot photography [25] to 3D reconstruction [54, 31],
virtual cinematography [23] – even focusing on charac-
ters [23, 22] – and tracking dynamics objects [14]. The
breadths of these approaches is a testament for the impor-
tance of automatically generating camera poses, which re-
mains challenging as finding solutions commonly requires
solving highly complex solution spaces. Finding optimal
views can be accomplished by defining metrics for infor-
mation measurement [5], heuristics and rules of photogra-
phy [8], or data-driven aesthetics assessment [9, 49].

Deep aesthetic assessment: Methods for deep aesthetic
assessment enable to categorize images based on aesthetic
quality [35, 32]. To this end, Lu et al. [32] employ learned
style attributes, while the approach of Kao et al. [24] re-
lies on multi-task convolutional neural networks (CNN).
Deng et al. [10] provide a survey of different techniques for
aesthetic scoring and report that deep aesthetic assessment
methods provide superior performance compared to hand-
crafted methods. Liu et al. [30] evaluate aesthetic quality
based on graphs, where nodes represent local information
of the different parts of an image. Finally, it has been rec-
ognized that defining uniform rules to assess aesthetics of
motion is challenging [40]. Our method employs the deep
aesthetics model developed by Wei et al. [49] because of
its robustness and lightweight inference cost. They built a
large photo pair dataset including more than 1M compar-
isons between different views from the same image that en-
ables robust training for estimating aesthetic quality.

Aesthetic view finding: A number of methods address
the problem of automatically generating aesthetics and find-
ing views. View finding techniques can be categorized
based on various metrics, such as information metrics [5,
44, 12, 41, 19, 42, 23] or aesthetic metrics [7, 8, 47, 53, 49].
Chang and Chen [7] present a method for finding views in a
panoramic image, while Cheng et al. [8] and Wei et al. [49]
aim to select cropped views in a larger input image to com-
pute 2D image compositions. Aesthetics models are also
used for view recommendation that can even be computed
in real time [47]. Yeh et al. [53] incorporate both image
and motion aesthetic attributes into their video aesthetic as-
sessment and Ma et al. [33] developed an instant photo tool
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based on the view proposal network of Wei et al. [49]. Hong
et al. [18] introduce key composition maps to encode rules
for composition-aware image cropping.

For finding viewpoints in 3D space, Zhu et al. [55]
trained a robot as a reinforcement learning agent to search
a given target view in a room. Fang et al. [11] extended this
framework to not only support reinforcement but also imi-
tation learning. Gschwindt et al. [15] control drone move-
ment with DRL and Bonatti et al. [4] define an aesthetic
metric of short video clips based on crowd sourcing data.
In AutoPhoto [1], the authors train a reinforcement learn-
ing agent for a ground robot mounted camera to find views
according to the aesthetics model from [49]. In their work,
however, the agent is only tasked to find aesthetic views
in the vicinity of its initial location. Unlike these meth-
ods, GAIT generates a sequence of camera poses in a 3D
synthetic scene and moves the camera in a 5D continuous
space. The aesthetics of all frames are optimized globally,
while satisfying the diversity and smoothness constraints.

Reinforcement learning: Learning directly on image
observations is commonly considered challenging for stan-
dard RL algorithms. In this setting, the underlying state
information has to be extracted from the high-dimensional
space of image observations. The RL loss does not pro-
vide sufficient signal for the implicit representation learn-
ing in addition to the regular policy learning [51], which
often leads to sample inefficiency or learning stagnation.
In Data Regularized Q (DrQ) [51], Yarats et al. employ
regularization on task invariant image augmentation to fa-
cilitate the representation learning in RL [51]. Contrastive
Unsupervised Representations for Reinforcement Learning
(CURL) [27] further extends this augmentation strategy by
also adopting contrastive learning on the augmented im-
ages.

Actor-critic RL methods tend to perform well in contin-
uous action space domains where the policy needs to be
explicitly expressed, which differs from the ϵ-greedy pol-
icy in DQN [34]. The actor and the critic models represent
the agent’s policy π(at|st) and the state-action value func-
tion Q(st, at) respectively. In Deep Deterministic Policy
Gradient (DDPG) [29], the actor and the critic are repre-
sented as neural networks. The critic is updated according
to Q-learning [34], and the actor is updated using its action
value from the critic and the chain rule, following DPG [45].
DDPG also integrates techniques including experience re-
play, target networks, and exploration noise, which make it
one of the most widely adopted algorithms for the contin-
uous action domain. Soft Actor Critic (SAC) differs from
DDPG in that it has a policy entropy term in addition to
the RL objective for a better exploration and multi-modal
behavior. In this work, we employ two Visual DRL algo-
rithms, DrQ-v2 [50] and CURL [27] that use DDPG [29]
and SAC [16] as their base actor-critic RL algorithms.

3. GAIT Agent
To generate aesthetic indoor tours, we introduce GAIT, a

framework for training a DRL agent based on existing pol-
icy training approaches. Specifically, we show that a GAIT
agent can be trained with DrQ-v2 [50], which is an effi-
cient visual RL method that leverages task invariant image
augmentation to help representation learning from pixels,
as well as with CURL [27], which uses contrastive learning
with on top of data augmentation. To predict camera pose
trajectories, we unify both approaches into a single frame-
work and extend by introducing diversity and smoothness
regularization terms in the reward function. Furthermore,
we evaluate aesthetics based on images instead of paramet-
ric models or heuristics.

In the following sections we describe our framework.
The formulation of our aesthetic camera RL framework is
discussed in Section 3.1; the design of our reward function
based on a neural aesthetics score, the out-of-bound penalty,
and constrains for diversity and smoothness, is described in
Section 3.2; and finally, in Section 3.3 we describe the two
DRL algorithms we implement with our framework, DrQ-
v2 and CURL. An overview of the agent in the multi-GPU
setting is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Formulation

Markov Decision Process (MDP): We consider the stan-
dard Reinforcement learning (RL) setting, formulated by
the Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [3]. In MDP, an
agent interacts with the environment in discrete time steps.
At step t, given state st, the agent selects an action at ac-
cording to its policy π(at|st), and receives a scalar reward
rt along with the next state st+1 from the environment. This
process repeats until a terminal state sT is reached.

Objective: We aim at generating view sequences with
superior aesthetic quality, smoothness and controlled diver-
sity. Given an arbitrary initial camera pose xP0 and the cor-
responding view xI0 in a 3D indoor scene, we move the cam-
era for T = 15 time steps consecutively to produce an aes-
thetic sequence of 16 images. Start at time step t = 1, our
agent transforms the camera pose to optimize the expected
return of the following steps

E[R1] = E[
T∑
t=1

γt−1rt], (1)

which is the sum of discounted reward. The reward rt for
time step t will be detailed in Section 3.2.

Observation: At time step t, the observation of the agent
includes the time step xTt , camera pose xPt , view image
xIt , diversity regularization observations xDt and temporal
smoothness regularization observations xSt . The time step
number xTt is normalized to [0, 1]. A camera pose is rep-
resented as a 5D vector, i.e. the position {x, y, z}, and the
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Figure 2: Overview of the GAIT framework in the multi-GPU setting: we describe the shared components for the two
actor-critic algorithms, DrQ-v2 and CURL. In the Data loop, the actor interacts with the environment repeatedly and saves
each transition in the Replay Buffer. The Update worker samples a batch of transitions from the Replay Buffer and updates
the actor and the critic networks based on the RL loss functions of DrQ-v2 and CURL. The Data and Update workers
communicate their steps through the shared Storage, to maintain a data-update step ratio of 2 : 1, as well as the updated
weights of the actor network.
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Figure 3: Actor-critic network architecture: while the net-
work architecture for our actor and critic networks are sim-
ilar, they do not share layers except for the encoder.

rotation of yaw ψ and pitch θ. The camera pose is limited
in an axis-aligned bounding box, within which its position
{x, y, z} is normalized to [−1, 1]. The angle of yaw θ is
limited in [−π, π] and the angle of pitch ψ is limited in
[−π/2, π/2], both of them are also normalized to [−1, 1].
A view image is rendered with the camera pose in a resolu-
tion of 84 × 84 with 3 color channels. The evaluations of
diversity and smoothness will be detailed in Section 3.2.

Action: An action taken by our agent is also a 5D vector
in the same space of camera pose. For each time step, the
camera pose is transformed by adding the action vector,

xPt+1 = xPt ⊕ at, (2)

where ⊕ means the result of the addition is normalized to
[−1, 1].

Actor-critic RL: For our GAIT framework, we em-
ploy two state-of-the-art visual actor-critic DRL algorithms
DrQ-v2 [50] and CURL [27]. For both, the actor network
represents the policy π(at|xt), while the critic network rep-
resents the state-action value function Q(st, at). The critic
network is optimized to approximate the expected return
given state-action pairs,

Qπ(st, at) = Eai>t∼π[Rt|st, at], (3)

where the actions are selected by the actor network. The
actor network is optimized on the expected return over all
possible initial states in the environment:

π∗ = argmax
π

Eai∼π[R1]. (4)

For DrQv2, we employ Q-learning to update the critic as
described in DDPG [29]. We use the action value from the
critic and the chain rule following DPG [45], to update the
actor. For CURL, the actor and the critic update targets also
include the entropy of policy as introduced in SAC [16].

3.2. Reward Function

The reward function consist of several components: first,
we introduce an out-of-boundary penalty to prevent the
camera being placed outside the indoor scene. For each
scene, we set an axis-aligned bounding-box as the domain
of the camera position. The position within the domain
is normalized as [−1, 1]3. If the camera is placed out-of-
boundary, the reward is a negative constant rB:

rt =

{
rAt r

S
t r

D
t , if inside boundary,

rB, otherwise.
(5)

rB is set to be −10 for all experiments in this paper. When
the camera is placed inside the boundary, the reward is the
product of the evaluations of view aesthetics rAt , temporal
smoothness rSt and diversity regularization rDt .

View Aesthetics: We employ the neural aesthetic
model [49] to evaluate the aesthetics of a view. The model
performs generic aesthetics assessment based on crowd
sourcing data, which also works well 3D indoor scenes. In-
stead of using the view image xIt in the observation with
the resolution of 84 × 84, we render an image with higher
resolution of 240 × 240 to evaluate the aesthetics rAt – the
higher resolution is required by the neural aesthetic model.

Temporal Smoothness: Obtaining aesthetics assess-
ment for temporal sequences of frames is an open research
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problem. Therefore, we rely on an aesthetic model [49]
for single frames to assess aesthetics. However, if we
would only use single frames instead of an entire sequence
to quantify the aesthetics, the agent would diverge, which
would then lead to degenerated results. Therefore, we intro-
duce the temporal smoothness term rSt in the reward func-
tion (Equation 5) to penalize the agent when it takes an ac-
tion which is too different from the its preceding time steps.

Adding the smoothness term generates smoother camera
trajectories and it forces the camera poses of a sequence
to be moderately different from each other. Consequently,
the GAIT agent will generate a sequence of aesthetic views
instead of converging to a single view with high aesthetic
value. On the contrary, without the smoothness term, our
agent tends to take abrupt actions and also stays at the same
aesthetic view until an episode terminates (Section 4.5).

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the 5D vector of action is
composed of two parts, including a 3D translation and 2D
rotation at = {ãt, ât}. The temporal smoothness term com-
pares the current action at with the actions at the last three
time steps1 {at−3, at−2, at−1},

rSt =
1

2

(
3

min
i=1

rSt,i +
1

3

3∑
i=1

rSt,i

)
, rSt,i = r̃S t,i + r̂S t,i,

(6)

where rSt,i is evaluated with at and the action taken i

time steps earlier at−i. It consists of two parts, r̃S t,i and
r̂S t,i, for translation and rotation respectively. r̃S t,i is a
1D Gaussian function with the amplitude of 1, the mean
of ãt−i and the standard deviation of max

(
1
2 |ãt−i| , 0.1

)
.

r̂S t,i is evaluated similarly except the standard deviation
is max (|ât−i| , 0.1). Therefore, St will penalize the agent
when at is close to zero or at is very different from {at−i}.
Translation is more penalized than rotation. The Smooth-
ness observation contains the recent actions xSt = {at−i},
while the Critic additionally observes the distance between
its current action and recent actions {∥at − at−i∥2}, where
i = 1, 2, 3. See Supplementary Material for a visualization
of the Gaussian smoothness function for Temporal Smooth-
ness.

Diversity Regularization: Without Diversity Regular-
ization, GAIT generates sequences in a robust manner –
varying initial camera poses lead to trajectories toward the
globally most aesthetic target pose. While this may be
wanted in many situations, GAIT also allows for generat-
ing diverse aesthetic trajectories. We enable this by speci-
fying a diversity regularization term rDt in the reward func-
tion (Equation 5). Specifically, we define up to 4 camera
poses and the corresponding distances, {x̄Pj , dj}0≤j<4 that

1The temporal smoothness term makes the reward function non-
Markovian, since it considers prior time steps.

we refer to as exclusion poses. The diversity regularization
term penalizes the agent if the distance between its pose and
any exclusion poses x̄Pj is less than the corresponding dis-
tance dj ,

rDt =
4

min
j=0

(
min

(∥∥xPt − x̄Pj
∥∥2

dj
, 1

))
. (7)

The Diversity observation includes the exclusion poses and
agent’s current distances to the exclusion poses, xDt =

{x̄Pj , dj ,
∥∥xPt − x̄Pj

∥∥2}0≤j<4.
To train the GAIT agent with exclusion poses, the naive

strategy is to to randomly sample them in the 5D space.
However, as most random camera poses in the scene only
have low aesthetics scores (e.g. the camera is placed inside
an object or the view may be occluded), selecting exclusion
poses randomly would actually lead to inefficient training.
Therefore, we follow another strategy: for each episode,
we set the exclusion poses to be the ending camera poses
of the last 4 episodes with a random excluding distance in
[0.3, 1.3]. Because our GAIT agent tends to end at camera
poses with high aesthetics scores to maximize the reward,
selecting the end poses as the exclusion poses converges
faster compared to selecting the exclusion poses randomly.

Once trained, a user can define the exclusion camera
poses {x̄Pj , dj} at runtime, which then produces trajectories
of camera poses that avoid the provided exclusion poses.
This way, our agent can produce sets of diverse, yet aesthet-
ically meaningful, trajectories with diversity regularization,
while without diversity regularization it is possible to gen-
erate aesthetic trajectories from various different initial con-
ditions that all converge to the same globally most aesthetic
camera pose. Diversity Regularization can be disabled by
defining out-of-boundary excluding poses.

3.3. Visual Deep Reinforcement Learning

Sample inefficiency or learning stagnation are known to
occur in the Visual DRL setting. This is because the super-
vision from the RL loss is not sufficient to support both pol-
icy learning and representation learning [51]. For the Aes-
thetic Tour problem, learning the complex representation of
3D scene appearance and aesthetics calls for a Visual DRL
algorithm. Model-free Visual RL algorithms addresses the
representation learning challenge mainly in three ways: im-
age augmentation as task-invariant perturbation, image aug-
mentation for contrastive learning, or self-supervised learn-
ing [28].We adopt DrQ-v2 and CURL in GAIT, which be-
longs to the first and the second category respectively.

The DrQ-v2 image augmentation strategy includes ran-
domly shifting the original observation image xIt by 4 pix-
els as well as bilinearly interpolating the shifted image [50].
Both operations act as a task-invariant perturbation to regu-
larize the Q function, which is first introduced in DrQ [51].
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Figure 4: Camera trajectories generated with three different initial camera poses. Left: selected view images including the
initial and ending camera poses. Right: visualization of the trajectories whose initial camera poses are located at large dots.
All sequences start showing aesthetically pleasing views since time step 3 and ending with similar views.

CURL relies on the random crop augmentation for con-
trastive learning, cropping from original image of resolu-
tion 100 × 100 to xIt with resolution 84 × 84. The anchor
and the positive images are generated from two different
random crops of the same image while the negatives are ob-
tained by cropping other images [27]. Anchors, postives,
and negatives are then used to compute the additional In-
foNCE loss [38] to train the encoder.

Other than representation learning, DrQ-v2 and CURL
share common components. Both methods are actor-critic,
use a replay buffer for off-policy learning, rely on the
network architecture introduced in SAC-AE [52], and use
clipped double Q learning introduced in TD3 [13]. We
modify the shared network architecture by adding inputs as
detailed in Section 3.1. DrQ-v2 additionally integrates a lin-
ear exploration noise decay schedule, n-step TD, introduced
in D4PG [2], and fast implementations of the replay buffer
and the image augmentation module. We further enables
higher training throughput for CURL by adopting DrQ-v2’s
fast replay buffer and image augmentation.

3.4. Implementation Details

We conducted the training and testing experiments in
the Habitat-Sim simulation framework [43, 48] that pro-
vides support for rendering and the realistic indoor dataset
Replica [46]. We use the Adam [26] adaptive gradient de-
scent as our network optimizer. The discount factor γ is set
to 0.99. It is very close to 1 as our objective is the aesthetics
of the whole sequence instead of the last view.

Our multiple-GPU implementation boosts the training
performance significantly. As shown in Figure 2, on a 8-
GPU compute node, we run 7 Data Workers and 1 Update
Worker, with each worker running on one GPU. 8-GPU im-
plementation brings us much more speedup compared with
1-GPU, as shown in Figure 8.

Our view sequences can contribute to the indoor tour
video generation. To generate tour videos for evaluation,
9 intermediate camera poses are interpolated based on the
spherical interpolation between the adjacent two frames in
each view sequence, producing a 5-second video clip in 30
FPS play mode from the original 16-frame sequence. We re-
fer to the supplementary material for additional implemen-
tation details.

4. Experimental Results
We have conducted an extensive set of quantitative and

qualitative experiments to validate GAIT. In Section 4.1, we
show that GAIT stably converges to the same global-near-
optimal ending pose from different initial poses. In Sec-
tion 4.3, we compare results of GAIT trained with or with-
out Temporal Smoothness. In Section 4.2, we compare re-
sults of GAIT training with or without Diversity Regulariza-
tion. In Section 4.4, we compare GAIT implementations,
GAIT-DrQ-v2 and GAIT-CURL, with baseline algorithms,
CMA-ES and MPC. In Section 4.5, we identify important
components of DrQ-v2 and CURL that significantly con-
tribute to convergence rate. The experiments in this section
are conducted with three scenes, Room, Apartment and Of-
fice. Figures 1, 4, 5, 6 are rendered in Room. More compre-
hensive experimental results are in the supplementary ma-
terial.

4.1. Aesthetic Camera Sequence Generation

A camera sequence of 16 frames is generated with an ar-
bitrary initial camera pose. Because the initial camera pose
is set randomly, its view image is usually with a low aes-
thetics score. GAIT agent transforms the camera pose ef-
fectively that the view aesthetics has been substantially im-
proved at the time step 2 or 3, and the rest frames are all
with good aesthetics. The statistics of aesthetic scores in
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scene Room Apartment Office
Maximum 6.12 6.67 5.20

Mean ± std −0.38± 1.33 0.01± 1.35 −0.47± 1.26

Table 1: The statistics of aesthetic scores in Room, Apart-
ment, and Office.
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Figure 5: The comparisons of training with and without the
regularization. The reward is lower with diversity regular-
ization and temporal smoothness regularization because the
corresponding terms of Dt and St is introduced into the re-
ward function in Equation 5. But they converge with similar
time steps. This is tested with the scene of Room with one
random seed. Results with 3 seeds can be found in the sup-
plementary material.

Room, Apartment, and Office are shown in Table 1.
GAIT is robust in that the camera trajectory generation

is not sensitive to the initial camera pose, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. Similar initial camera poses introduce similar trajec-
tories. The global optimal views are always explored even
with very different initial camera poses. The ending camera
poses are similar if diversity regularization is not applied.

4.2. Diversity Regularization

Although GAIT is robust to explore global optimal
views, users would like to have more control of the gener-
ation for different trajectories. The diversity regularization
module helps explore the areas with sub-optimal but still
plausible aesthetics scores. As shown in Figure 6, the cam-
era poses are effectively moved out of the exclusion regions.
The training with diversity regularization is stable and con-
verges with similar time steps, as shown in Figure 5. Al-
though the reward is slightly declined as expected, the qual-
ity of sequences are still plausible with the camera exploring
nice views outside the exclusions.

4.3. Temporal Smoothness Regularization

Temporal smoothness regularization is critical to pro-
duce aesthetic camera sequence because the neural aesthet-
ics model [49] is for individual images. Without the tempo-
ral smoothness regularization, the accumulated aesthetics of
all images is still good but the camera trajectory is trivial,
such as the sequence 1 shown in Figure 7, where the camera
transforms little after the time step 6. The temporal smooth-
ness regularization reduces the reward of training, as shown
in Figure 5, which prevents being stuck in optimal poses.

time (hours) ↓ training steps throughput (FPS) ↑

GAIT-DrQ-v2
1 GPU 16.33 1.5M 25.52
8 GPUs 3.38 3M 246

GAIT-CURL
1 GPU 36.27 1.5M 11.49
8 GPUs 23.03 1.5M 17.63

Table 2: The statistics of training. Note that GAIT-CURL
only need 1.5M steps to converge on 8-GPU.

scene Room Apartment Office
GAIT-DrQ-v2 38.34 20.10 42.10
GAIT-CURL 33.95 32.40 32.67

CMA-ES 32.06 32.29 31.78
MPC 6.32 / /

Table 3: The comparison of the averaged reward over 9 se-
quences. The 9 sequences start with 3 different initial posi-
tions and generated with 0, 1 and 2 exclusion regions.

4.4. Comparisons

We use Evaluation Episode Reward over the train-
ing process to compare the performance of DrQ-v2 [50],
CURL [27], CMA-ES [17] and MPC [37]. It is defined as
the average sum of rewards per episode under the Evalua-
tion mode. For every 300 training episodes, a Evaluation of
10 episodes are run with random initial poses xP0 , random
excluding distances dj , and ending poses of up to 4 previ-
ous Evaluation episodes as excluding poses. During Evalu-
ation, the GAIT agent acts deterministically, i.e. the explo-
ration noises used for training are turned off. The training
processes shown in Figure 8 illustrate similar pattern across
different scenes. GAIT-DrQ-v2 and GAIT-CURL take simi-
lar time steps to converge, but the latter is 2−8 times slower
depending on the number of GPUs. Our implementation of
CMA-ES and MPC are detailed in the supplementary mate-
rial.

We compare the average reward of 9 camera sequences
in Table 3 with one seed. Results with 3 seeds can be found
in the supplementary material. GAIT-DrQ-v2 and GAIT-
CURL performs generally better than CMA-ES, except the
reward with CMA-ES is better than GAIT-DrQ-v2 in the
scene of Apartment. Still, both GAIT-DrQ-v2 and GAIT-
CURL are better in the user study, which is shown in Sec-
tion 4.6 and supplementary material. MPC performs signif-
icantly worse than others, though only tested in Room. The
view sequences are generated instantly with GAIT-DrQ-v2
and GAIT-CURL. Both CMA-ES and MPC take more than
1 hour to generate a sequence, which is not scalable nor ap-
plicable to interactive scenarios.

4.5. Ablation Study

GAIT can be trained with DrQ-v2 [50] or CURL [27].
DrQ-v2 is improved upon DDPG [29], the linear decayed
exploration noise and image augmentation are critical for
the learning. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the episode reward
will be significantly lower in training without image aug-
mentation or linear decayed exploration noise. CURL is
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Figure 6: Camera trajectories generated with different diversity regularization. Three trajectories from the same initial camera
pose diverge according to the exclusion regions and ending with very different views.
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Figure 7: Comparison of temporal smoothness regularization. Without the smoothness, the camera is transformed to the
aesthetically optimal pose in a few time steps and stuck there until the end.
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Figure 8: The comparisons between the training our method
and CMA-ES. Our method is trained with DrQ-v2 and
CURL. CMA-ES does not need to train. The dashed line
is only for reference. It is achieved by averaging the reward
of 9 trajectories it generates with up to 2 exclusion regions.
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Figure 9: The ablation experiments of the training algo-
rithms. The image augmentation is critical for both GAIT-
DrQ-v2 and GAIT-CURL. The linear decayed exploration
noise significantly helps the training with GAIT-DrQ-v2.
This is tested with the scene of Room.

based on SAC [16] and use image augmentation for con-
trastive learning. As shown in Figure 9 (b), GAIT-CURL
can hardly converge without image augmentation.

4.6. User Study

To further evaluate the aesthetics in the generated tours,
we conduct a user study. We recruited 10 participants (2
females and 8 males, with the age range of 25-35) to rate
the video smoothness, video aesthetics, and subjective gen-
eral preference, of the tours generated using three methods
(i.e., CMA-ES, GAIT-DrQ-v2 and GAIT-CURL). Specifi-
cally, we prepared the video clips in three indoor scenes
using the video generation described in Section 3.4.

We asked for participants’ feedback via 2-alternative
forced choice. For each initial pose with the same exclusion
level, every participant watch two video pairs, {GAIT-DrQ-
v2 vs. CMA-ES}, and {GAIT-DrQ-v2 vs. GAIT-CURL}. In
each pair, participants chose the preferred video clip based
on (1) video smoothness and (2) video content aesthetics.
After comparing the video clips rooted from the same initial
pose, participants are also asked to rate “which method pro-
vides higher video content diversity” and “which method is
the overall preferred aesthetic video generation method”.

When asked about "overall which method provides bet-
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ter aesthetic videos" in {GAIT-DrQ-v2 vs. CMA-ES} in
the three scenes, 93.3%, 96.7%, and 66.7% users favor
GAIT-DrQ-v2. With the same question in {GAIT-DrQ-v2
vs. GAIT-CURL}, 60.0%, 53.3%, and 43.3% users favor
GAIT-DrQ-v2. We have learned from the users’ feedback
that majority participants favor the video clips generated in
GAIT-DrQ-v2 over CMA-ES but GAIT-DrQ-v2 and GAIT-
CURL generate the view sequences with different capabili-
ties. GAIT-DrQ-v2 is better at video aesthetics while GAIT-
CURL performs better in video smoothness. Please refer to
our supplementary materials for the collected data and the
comprehensive data analysis.

5. Conclusions
We propose GAIT, a novel DRL agent to generate aes-

thetically meaningful sequences of camera poses in 3D in-
door scenes. Starting with an arbitrary initial camera pose
without any pre-determined targets, a view sequence is
transformed sequentially by the GAIT agent according to
the neural aesthetics model. While the diversity regulariza-
tion term is user-controlled to generate diverse, yet aestheti-
cally meaningful trajectories, temporal smoothness regular-
ization is introduced to avoid discontinuities camera poses
for more visually pleasing trajectories. Our framework en-
ables training GAIT agents with existing RL methods, in-
cluding DrQ-v2 and CURL. We evaluate our method exten-
sively. The conducted user study indicates GAIT is robust
for high quality view sequences and it is easy to control for
diverse outputs.

Discussion: Manually defining trajectories of camera
poses in 3D spaces is a challenging task, that even takes
professional users a couple of hours. In 2D motion graph-
ics, which is a similar domain, the authoring of a video re-
quires a designer 3-4 hours of manual work [21, 20]. GAIT
training requires 3.38 hours of computing time for a single
scene. However, once trained GAIT can generate multiple
tours for the same scene, while an artist has to manually
define every single trajectory. As GAIT only makes mini-
mal assumptions about the environment, it can also be used
to generate aesthetically valuable view sequences for real-
world scenes that are represented as radiance fields. This
can be achieved by using the view synthesis function of
a NeRF-based approach to replace the rendering of a 3D
scene simulator. This allows users to avoid the tedious man-
ual selection of viewpoints for these scenes.

Limitations and Future Work: GAIT-DrQ-v2 and
GAIT-CURL can generalize to arbitrary initial and exclud-
ing poses within the trained scene, but they generalize
poorly to unseen, new scenes. Making GAIT agents gen-
eralize across scenes is our key objective for future work, as
this would make GAIT a more generic framework for view
sequence generation. However, this would require a sub-
stantial increase in compute resources, the availability of a

larger scene dataset, and a scalable DRL algorithm, which
are outside the scope of this work.

While our method is able to reliably generate aesthetic
camera tours for indoor scenes, it also has a few limita-
tions that are interesting avenues for future research. First,
we only tested our GAIT agent for indoor scenes and it is
not clear whether it would work similarly well for outdoor
scenes. Second, the scenes we used for our experiments
where only single room layouts and it is not clear whether
GAIT could also generate trajectories for more complex
room layouts or whether it could take care of transition-
ing from one level of a building to another. Third, we
did not test GAIT on scenes with dynamically moving ob-
jects. To this end it would be interesting to train and test
a GAIT agent to generate aesthetically valuable tours under
consideration of different types of scene dynamics. Finally,
the neural aesthetics estimator only considers the per-frame
aesthetics, while the inter-frame smoothness term is heuris-
tic. A neural temporal aesthetics model is needed for this
task. However, to the best of our knowledge, such a model
is unavailable. Therefore, our goal is to work on a neural
temporal aesthetics model in the future.
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